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ABSTRACT
We present our analysis of 240 hr of white-light, high-speed photometry of the dwarf novaÈlike helium
variable PG 1346]082 (CR Boo). We identify two frequencies in the low-state power spectrum, at
679.670^ 0.004 kHz and 669.887^ 0.008 kHz. The 679.670 kHz variation is coherent over at least a 2
week time span, the Ðrst demonstration of a phase-coherent photometric variation in any dwarf novaÈ
like interacting binary white dwarf system. The high-state power spectrum contains a complex funda-
mental with a frequency similar, but not identical, to the low-state spectrum, and a series of harmonics
not detected in low state. We also uncover an unexpected dependence of the high-frequency powerÏs
amplitude and frequency structure on overall system magnitude. We discuss these Ðndings in light of the
general AM CVn system model, particularly the implications of the high-order harmonics on future
studies of disk structure, mass transfer, and disk viscosity.
Subject headings : stars : individual (PG 1346]082) È stars : oscillations È white dwarfs
1. INTRODUCTION
PG 1346]082 (CR Boo) is a member of a special subset
of short-period binary systems, the interacting binary white
dwarfs (IBWDs). IBWDs, also known as AM CVn stars,
after the prototype, contain two white dwarfs of extreme
mass ratio in close proximity. The secondary, with an esti-
mated mass ranging from 0.02 to 0.09 Ðlls its RocheM
_
,
lobe and transfers material to the much more massive
primary via an accretion disk Flannery, &(Faulkner,
Warner IBWDs are fascinating laboratories of accre-1972).
tion dynamics. Recent spectroscopic evidence argues that
the prototype, AM CVn, contains a stable accretion disk
with a 13.4 hr precession period Halpern, &(Patterson,
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Shambrook AM CVn stars also provide insight into1993).
binary star evolution, while o†ering an unique opportunity
to peer into a stellar core remnant and directly view the
by-products of nucleosynthesis Horne, & Rosen(Marsh,
The extremely low secondary mass suggests the1991).
donated material originates from a present surface, once
deep within the core of the progenitor main-sequence star.
Yet spectra of all AM CVn stars are helium-rich, rather
than carbon-dominated, indicating that the evolutionary
path traversed by these systems precludes the ignition of
helium in the core of the secondary progenitor. Helium-core
white dwarfs created by single-star evolution could not
have yet formed in the age of the Galactic disk et al.(Winget
1987).
In addition, the AM CVn stars o†er a possible channel
onto the white dwarf cooling track. Recent theoretical and
observational work (see & Wesemael for aFontaine 1996
review) argues that most, if not all, hydrogen-surface white
dwarfs (DAs), which comprise 80% of the total white dwarf
population, have thick (B10~4 surface layers, andM
_
)
comprise a fairly well-understood channel of white dwarf
evolution. The situation is less clear for helium-surface
white dwarfs (DBs), which comprise the remaining 20% of
the population. Observational evidence suggests a range of
helium layer thicknesses, which could be explained through
either time-dependent di†usion & Kawaler(Dehner 1995 ;
et al. or multiple sources for DBs, such asProvencal 1996)
the subdwarfs, the DAO stars, and the AM CVn systems
Evidence abounds for an evolutionary(Shipman 1996).
trend between orbital separation and accretion rate among
the six AM CVn objects The(Table 1) (Provencal 1994).
mass transfer will not stop until the secondary is completely
absorbed, leaving a solitary DB Robinson, &(Nather,
Stover perhaps providing a signiÐcant fraction of the1981),
Ðeld DBs we observe today.
The Palomar Green survey Schmidt, & Liebert(Green,
object PG 1346]082 (CR Boo), one of three dwarf1986)
novaÈlike AM CVn systems, undergoes outbursts ranging
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TABLE 1
THE INTERACTING BINARY WHITE DWARF SYSTEMS
Temp Magnitude Period Amplitude
Name (K) (B) (s) (mmi) Spectrum
AM CVn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25000 13.9 1011.4 11[ \3 Absorption
525.6 11
350.4 3.2
EC 15330[1403 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.6 1119 B18 Absorption
PG 1346]082 (CR Boo) . . . . . . 20000 (h) 13.6È17.3 1471.3 55 (l)\ 5 (h) Absorption (h)
1492.8 32 (l)\ 7 (h) Weak emission (l)
V803 Cen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20000 (h) 13.4È17.4 1600 20 Absorption (h)
15000 (l) 175 Emission (l)
CP Eri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B16.7È21 1800 68 (l) 16 (h) Absorption (h)
G61-29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ¹10000 (disk) 15.8 2790 \3 Emission
NOTE.ÈPG 1346]082, V803 Cen, and CP Eri are dwarf novaÈlike systems. The two letters (l) and (h) denote low-
and high-state values.
to a high-state (maximum brightness) magnitude of B13.6
on a quasi-periodic timescale of 4È5 days et al.(m
b
) (Wood
hereafter W87). PG 1346]082 is also a short-period1987,
photometric variable, with high-frequency variations, B680
kHz, superposed on the large-scale outbursts et al.(Nather
Ðnd the character of the light curve to be corre-1984). W87
lated with its mean magnitude. Their high-state Fourier
transform (FT) is dominated by an unresolved band of
power at 680 kHz and its associated harmonics, while their
low-state light curve contains Ñickering, a classic signature
of mass transfer & Szkody note that the(Shafter 1984). W87
680 kHz variation displays a coherency timescale of about 1
week, and they detect evidence of a 2.8 hr variation.
PG 1346]082Ïs key optical spectral characteristics are
the common signatures of all AM CVn stars, namely a
complete lack of hydrogen and the dominance of neutral
helium. In high state, PG 1346]082Ïs optical spectrum
contains broad, shallow He I absorption features, consistent
with either pressure broadening in the atmosphere of a
compact object, or a combination of pressure broadening
and Doppler broadening in a swiftly rotating accretion disk
The low-state spectrum is essentially featureless,(W87).
with the possible exception of weak He I emission at 4471 A
This behavior is reminiscent of hydrogen-dominated(W87).
dwarf novae, with absorption features observed during out-
burst and emission features during minimum light &(Wade
Ward 1985).
We chose PG 1346]082 as a target for the Whole Earth
Telescope (WET), an international collaboration of astron-
omers around the globe striving to obtain continuous
observations of a target star et al. for a(Nather 1990),
number of reasons. First, its complicated small and large
amplitude variations, combined with the possibility of
multiple, closely spaced frequencies, produce an impossibly
tangled alias ““ web ÏÏ that cannot be resolved by any amount
of single-site data. Second, of the dwarf novaÈlike AM CVn
stars, this particular object is one of the brightest, and it is
best situated for an intensive global observational e†ort.
Also, its short-period variations appear more stable than
those of V803 Cen, the remaining bright dwarf novaÈlike
AM CVn system et al.(OÏDonoghue 1994).
With this work, we will build on the results of andW87
investigate unanswered questions surrounding PG
1346]082Ïs photometric behavior. were unable toW87
resolve the 680 kHz power band and identify individual
frequencies. We do not know if this band represents the
systemÏs orbital frequency, if it represents a single unstable
frequency or multiple variations, where within the system
the variations arise, or what role the high-state harmonics
play. It is particularly important that we positively identify
the orbital period. Only G61-29 has had its orbital period
unambiguously identiÐed et al. Studies of the(Nather 1981).
remaining systems usually assume the orbital period to be
in some way related to the photometric period et(Patterson
al. We report the results of our observations.1992).
2. DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
Our observations consist of nearly 240 hr of white-light,
high-speed photometry, spanning 15 days during 1988
March. The contributing sites and telescopes are listed in
As a historical note, this data set represents theTable 2.
inaugural run of WET. contains only six partici-Table 2
pating sites : WET has since grown to include as many as 13
observing sites.
With the exception of South Africa, all data were taken
with two-channel photometers continuously(Nather 1973),
monitoring a comparison star to verify photometric condi-
tions. South Africa experienced technical difficulties with
their second channel ; therefore, their data are single-
channel only. The light curves are interrupted at irregular
intervals of a half-hour to an hour, depending on condi-
tions, to sample sky brightness. All individual runs employ
either 10 s or 6 s integration times.
The entire WET reduced light curve is given in Figure 1.
We follow the data reduction techniques described by
et al. to remove sky and extinction e†ects,Nather (1990)
resulting in light curves expressed in units of fractional
amplitude of the total intensity Because we divide(Fig. 2).
each light curve by its mean count rate and subtract 1, we
lose all mean magnitude information in our reduced light
curves. However, each site observed several standard stars
on various occasions, and this important information is
retrievable We made no attempt to weigh individ-(Fig. 3).
ual runs by telescope aperture, and we did not taper the
individual light curves. Tapering decreases alias amplitude,
but also reduces frequency resolution, which is our main
goal. Our extensive observing coverage substantially
reduces aliases of itself, rendering tapering unnecessary.
We have traditionally used the unit ““ mmg ÏÏ
(millimagnitude) to describe relative amplitudes of varia-
tions measured in light curves and FTs (see et al.Winget
for an example). However, the term ““magnitude ÏÏ1991
implies a logarithmic scale, while we measure linear, rela-
tive, fractional intensities and amplitudes. We will follow
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TABLE 2
TABLE OF OBSERVATIONS
Run Start from T
z
Length Interval Magnitude
Run Name Telescope (s) (hr) (s) (^0.4)
ren-0018 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 0 1.77 10 15.3
ren-0019 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 8913 1.87 10 15.3
a3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Australia 1.0 m 28900 4.06 10 15.6
ren-0022 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 87658 5.60 10 15.4
ren-0024 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 170328 6.07 10 15.4
tol-0005 . . . . . . . . CTIO 1.5 m 250072 4.93 10 16.7
ren-0026 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 256137 4.28 10 16.7
bph67 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 275488 4.33 10 16.5
a10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Australia 1.0 m 285175 4.97 10 16.3
s4227 . . . . . . . . . . . SA 1.0 m 319115 4.07 10 16.3
gv-006 . . . . . . . . . . France 1.9 m 319921 4.40 6 16.3
tol-0011 . . . . . . . . CTIO 1.5 m 334496 5.63 10 17.5
ren-0028 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 343739 5.93 10 17.4
bph68 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 355831 5.97 10 17.6
a11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Australia 1.0 m 372058 4.77 10 17.8
gv-008 . . . . . . . . . . France 1.9 m 406385 5.23 6 17.5
tol-0017 . . . . . . . . CTIO 1.5 m 423720 2.66 10 17.8
a14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Australia 1.0 m 461703 3.61 10 17.8
tol-0022 . . . . . . . . CTIO 1.5 m 506884 2.38 10 17.8
ren-0031 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 514539 6.29 10 17.6
bph70 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 526387 6.37 10 17.8
a19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Australia 1.0 m 548886 3.82 10 17.9
ren-0033 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 602343 6.34 10 17.7
s4238 . . . . . . . . . . . SA 1.0 m 748334 4.92 10 17.7
ren-0035 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 773450 6.36 10 17.8
bph71 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 785910 6.57 10 17.7
ren-0037 . . . . . . . Texas 2.1 m 859883 5.50 10 16.3
bph72 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 872200 6.55 10 17.0
s4243 . . . . . . . . . . . SA 1.0 m 920841 5.03 10 17.4
maw-0003 . . . . . . Texas 0.9 m 943282 7.15 10 17.5
bph73 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 958367 6.68 10 17.7
a26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Australia 1.8 m 974845 0.69 10 16.6
s4246 . . . . . . . . . . . SA 1.0 m 1007844 4.80 10 17.2
maw-005 . . . . . . . Texas 0.9 m 1029975 7.09 10 17.5
bph74 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 1044970 6.48 10 17.4
a28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Australia 1.8 m 1065867 3.50 10 17.2
s4250 . . . . . . . . . . . SA 1.0 m 1095867 4.55 10 16.2
maw-0007 . . . . . . Texas 0.9 m 1115228 6.56 10 15.6
bph75 . . . . . . . . . . Hawaii 0.6 m 1131343 6.43 10 16.3
s4253 . . . . . . . . . . . SA 1.0 m 1187911 2.68 10 16.7
maw-0010 . . . . . . Texas 0.9 m 1201876 7.33 10 17.5
maw-0012 . . . . . . Texas 0.9 m 1287638 7.45 10 17.7
maw-0014 . . . . . . Texas 0.9 m 1379291 7.33 10 17.7
s4256 . . . . . . . . . . . SA 1.0 m 1443938 3.37 10 17.6
maw-0016 . . . . . . Texas 0.9 m 1473164 3.89 10 17.7
(BJED), the run start time of ren-0018. The magnitudes are derivedNOTE.ÈT
z
\ 2,447,229.774919
relative to standard star observations obtained at each site and are average magnitudes for each run.
the footsteps of et al. and employ the unitsWinget (1994)
““ mi,ÏÏ ““ ma,ÏÏ and ““mp ÏÏ (see et al. for explicitWinget 1994
deÐnitions). Modulation intensity (mi) is a linear represen-
tation of the fractional intensity of modulation. We Ðnd that
the modulation intensities we observe in light curves are
most conveniently expressed in units of mmi (1] 10~3 mi),
where 1 mmiB 1 mmg. We present our FTs most con-
veniently in units of modulation amplitude (1 mma \
1 ] 10~3 ma) or modulation power (mp\ [ma]2 and
1 kmp \ 1 ] 10~6 mp).
3. ANALYSIS
We begin our analysis with a visual examination of the
WET light curve The high-frequency variations are(Fig. 1).
obvious, but the most striking characteristic is the large
range of relative amplitudes present. Such large-scale ampli-
tude modulation may introduce signiÐcant artifacts into the
FT Indeed, the power spectrum of the(Provencal 1994).
entire WET data set is dominated by a complex(Fig. 2)
band centered at 680 kHz, some of which may be amplitude
modulation artifacts. The spectral window is given in the
lower right panel.
3.1. T he InÑuence of the Outbursts
Our standard reduction methods assume a variable
source that maintains a constant mean magnitude, not the
optimum model for this object, but the best available tech-
nique to study high-frequency modulations. If a high-
frequency variation present in PG 1346]082Ïs light curve
has the form
f \ f0 sin (w0 t ] /0) , (1)
with and constant, it will be superposed on out-f0, w0, t0bursts with ranges of B2 mag The resulting FT will(Fig. 3).
be an analytical nightmare, containing numerous peaks
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FIG. 1.ÈReduced light curve of PG 1346]082 (CR Boo) obtained during XCOV I in 1988 March. We removed the large-magnitude variations. The
dominant 679 kHz variation displays large-amplitude changes.
modulation timescale that are not astro-(Provencal 1994)
physical in origin. On the other hand, if we allow to varyf0as a function of time, as in the FT will remainFigure 3,
una†ected.
To test which case best describes PG 1346]082Ïs behav-
ior, we measure the 680 kHz and 1360 kHz peaksÏ relative
amplitudes as a function of time choosing the(Fig. 4),
number of measured points to maximize both the FT
resolution and the sampling of PG 1346]082Ïs magnitude
distribution. Both the 680 kHz and 1360 kHz bands have
their highest relative amplitudes when the system is dim and
their lowest amplitudes when the system is bright (compare
with suggestive of a constant physical ampli-Fig. 4 Fig. 3),
tude variation superposed on a variable background. If this
is true, we can predict the change in relative amplitude as
a function of magnitude. During the WET run, PG





factor of 7 change in Ñux. The 680 kHz bandÏs highest rela-
tive amplitude is 89.7^ 2.0 mma and the lowest is
11.3^ 1.5 mma, a decrease of a factor of 8, consistent with
the hypothesis that the 680 kHz power represents a
constant-amplitude variation viewed against a Ñuctuating
background.
Our amplitude modulation investigation makes it clear
that contains artifacts, thwarting our identiÐcationFigure 2
of peaks representing actual phenomena occurring in PG
1346]082. We point out that an analysis of PG 1346]082
published in 1988 et al. identifying at least(Provencal 1988),
13 separate frequencies, does not adequately solve the
amplitude modulation problem. To resolve such compli-
cated problems, we are sometimes forced to make simplify-
ing assumptions. To simplify this problem, in the following
discussion we assume that one physical conÐguration
applies to this system in low state and another conÐgu-
ration applies in high state, dividing the data into high and
low states by estimates of overall magnitude. In essence,
we artiÐcially choose and maintain a constant background
Ñux by including in our separate FTs only light curves of
similar mean magnitudes, thereby minimizing amplitude
modulation.
3.2. T he L ow-State Power Spectrum
Nature is sometimes capricious, and despite W87Ïs
observation that PG 1346]082 is in high state over 70% of
the time, the system remained in low state throughout most
of our run. We present select regions of the low-state FT in
The complex 680 kHz power band presented inFigure 5.
is now resolved and contains only two frequencies,Figure 2
679.670^ 0.02 kHz (1471.30^ 0.05 s) at a fractional ampli-
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FIG. 2.ÈFourier transform of the entire WET light curve. Enlargements of the spectral window and the 679 kHz and 1359 kHz regions are displayed in
the lower panels.
also Ðnd power at 1359.58^ 0.01 kHz (735.522^ 0.005 s),
the Ðrst harmonic of (hereafter This is a single,lL1 2lL1).isolated peak, with no evidence for a harmonic of lL2.We corroborate report of Ñickering in PGW87Ïs
1346]082Ïs low-state light curve by examining FTs of the
object obtained on two consecutive nights Both(Fig. 6).
light curves are at similar low-state magnitudes, are of equal
length, and are taken with the same telescope and instru-
ment. We Ðnd signiÐcant, nonrepeating, high-frequency
power, a classic signature of Ñickering & Robinson(Warner
1972).
3.3. T he ““High-State ÏÏ Spectrum
Before proceeding with a discussion of our ““ high-state ÏÏ
FT, we must clarify our deÐnition of the term ““ high. ÏÏ PG
1346]082 can reach a maximum brightness of 13.6 and(m
b
)
did brighten several times during our run. However, the
system reached only far below maximum. Ourm
b
B 15.3,
high-state data do not represent true high state for PG
1346]082, but rather the highest brightness attained
during this run.
Our high-state power spectrum contains an unre-(Fig. 7)
solved power band at 673 kHz, shifted 7 kHz from the
low-state power band, as well as a series of complex har-
monics not detected in the low-state FT. We Ðnd two dom-
inant peaks in the fundamental band, at 672.99^ 0.04 kHz
(1485.9^ 0.1 s), with a relative amplitude of 13.8 ^ 0.3
mmas and 686.12 kHz (1457.5^ 0.1 s) at 13.7 ^ 0.4(lH1),mmas both incommensurate with the low-state(lH2),results, although we note that lies almost exactly in thelL1
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FIG. 3.ÈWhite-light magnitude of PG 1346]082 during the 1988
WET run. These magnitudes are calculated via standard star observations
performed at each site. Data below m\ 17 are included in the low-state
FT, while all data above B16 are included in the high-state FT. Interme-
diate light curves are discarded.
middle of these two peaks. We place upper limits of approx-
imately 5 and 7 mma for and respectively. Since PGlL1 lL2,1346]082 remained dim through most of the run, the high-
state data are sparse, and the spectral window is(Fig. 7)
signiÐcantly degraded (compare with The two domi-Fig. 5).
nant high-state peaks are part of the same alias structure
(compare their frequency separation with the alias spacing
FIG. 4.ÈRelative amplitudes of the 679 kHz and 1360 kHz power
during WET. Compared with the amplitudes are high when PGFig. 3,
1346]082 is dim, and low when the system is bright.
FIG. 5.ÈLow-state power spectrum of PG 1346]082. The fundamen-
tal band is consistent with two frequencies, at 679.67 kHz and 669.89 kHz
(arrows). The Ðrst harmonic region, displayed in the second panel, contains
a single peak at 1359.58 kHz. The spectral window is given in the third
panel. Note the changes in y scale to accommodate the dynamic range.
in the spectral window), and we cannot determine which is
real.
Harmonics can arise in an FT from two sources : as inde-
pendently excited variations in their own right, or pulse
FIG. 6.ÈPower spectra of two consecutive nights of data of PG
1346]082. Each run is at similar magnitude, equal length, and taken with
the same telescope and photometer. We Ðnd signiÐcant, nonrepeating,
high-frequency power in each FT. Note the continuous presence of power
at 680 kHz and 1359 kHz.
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FIG. 7.ÈHigh-state power spectrum of PG 1346]082
shape distortions of a nonsinusoidal fundamental frequency
et al. If we assume the second case is true(Provencal 1995).
for PG 1346]082, we can use the high-state harmonics,
albeit complicated by alias structure themselves, to help
identify the 673 kHz bandÏs unresolved components. The
largest peak in the Ðrst harmonic power band is
1358.1^ 0.3 kHz (6.3 mma), corresponding to a fundamen-
tal frequency of 679.05 kHz (1472.6 s), incommensurate with
any power we Ðnd in the high-state 673 kHz band. The next
largest peak in this region is 1345.1^ 0.3 kHz (5.1 mma),
the harmonic of Again, 1358.1 kHz and 1345.1 kHz arelH1.aliases of each other, so we cannot chose which of the peaks
is real. We also cannot rule out a possible harmonic of lH2.The situation improves as we proceed outward to higher
harmonics and the corresponding frequency separation
between the harmonics of and increases. The secondlH1 lH2harmonic region has a large peak at 2016.9 ^ 0.4 kHz (3.2
mma), consistent with the second harmonic of We dolH1.not Ðnd signiÐcant power at 2058 kHz, the second harmo-
nic of The peaks in the third and fourth harmoniclH2.regions, 2690.1 ^ 0.3 kHz (3.1 mma) and 3359.9^ 0.3 kHz
(1.6 mma), again correspond to harmonics of We placelH1.upper limits of 0.7 mma and 0.4 mma for third and fourth
harmonics of lH2.The harmonics strongly support as a fundamentallH1high-state frequency. However, when compared with its
spectral window the high-state 673 kHz band(Fig. 7),
clearly contains additional, unresolved frequencies. We pre-
viously demonstrated the dependence of this power bandÏs
relative amplitude on system magnitude. The lack of signiÐ-
390 PROVENCAL ET AL. Vol. 480
cant power at either or further illustrates a similarlL1 lL2dependence of frequency structure on system magnitude.
3.4. Phase Stability of the 679 kHz V ariation
We have identiÐed, to the best of our current ability, the
frequencies present in PG 1346]082Ïs FT during low and
high states. Our next task is to determine the physical origin
of the observed frequencies. Variations stable in frequency
and phase are hallmarks of orbital motion, stellar rotation,
or pulsation, less stable periodicities are more likely due to
accretion e†ects. The identiÐcation of a stable clock within
any AM CVn system is something notoriously difficult to
accomplish et al. et al.(Provencal 1995 ; Patterson 1992),
and it is made more complicated by PG 1346]082Ïs out-
bursts. The traditional method of phase analysis is the
O[C diagram, a series of data points illustrating a varia-
tionÏs behavior relative to an ephemeris et al.(Kepler 1991).
An O[C diagram requires the identiÐcation of an isolated,
fully resolved peak to produce reliable results. Measuring
the phase of power that is not stable in frequency and
amplitude will not produce meaningful results.
Our analysis to this point demonstrates that, in the stric-
test sense, we cannot identify a single variation that main-
tains the same frequency and amplitude throughout our
entire data set. Must we conclude that no stable variation
exists in PG 1346]082? The answer is no. We have shown
PG 1346]082 to be a complex variable, with large-scale
outbursts modulating the relative amplitudes and fre-
quencies of the short-period variations. The question we
should consider is not the continuous presence of an endur-
ing peak in an FT, but the existence of an underlying stable
clock within the system, hidden beneath the outbursts.
Our best hope of locating an underlying clock in PG
1346]082 lies with our low-state data and the dominant
679.670 kHz peak Unfortunately, because the out-(lL1).
FIG. 8.ÈO[C diagram (observed times of maxima minus calculated
times) for 1360 kHz during WET run. These timings are best Ðt by a
straight line.
bursts result in coverage gaps, we cannot resolve andlL1 lL2using any subset of the low-state data. Therefore, we cannot
calculate a standard O[C diagram for either variation. We
can, however, use which is a single isolated peak in2lL1,every low-state FT. We calculated a rigorous O[C
diagram for this frequency, Ðnding timings consis-(Fig. 8)
tent with a constant phase over the 2 week time span of our
observations. If we assume is a pulse-shape harmonic,2lL1we can extend its phase stability to include We can alsolL1.convincingly test general phase stability by calculatinglL1Ïsthe best nonlinear least-squares Ðt 679.670 kHz sinusoid
et al. to our low-state data and simply plotting(Press 1987)
this sinusoid over the light curve. We would have liked to
present the entire light curve with the sinusoid superposed,
FIG. 9.ÈBest-Ðt sinusoid, l\ 679.67 kHz, plotted over the low-state light curve. These panels show the Ðt at the beginning and end of the run,
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but this was not practical. As a compromise, pre-Figure 9
sents this demonstration at the beginning and the end of the
low-state light curve. The times of maxima/minima remain
constant, illustrating the phase stability of over the 2lL1week run. This is an extremely interesting result ; our low-
state data set was interrupted by PG 1346]082Ïs excur-
sions to higher brightness, during which disappears, yetlL1returns with its original phase after outburst.
4. DISCUSSION
Our analysis of PG 1346]082Ïs photometric behavior
has yielded some signiÐcant results, including the identi-
Ðcation of two low-state frequencies at 679.67 kHz and
669.89 kHz, one of which is demonstrably coherent over at
least a 2 week timescale. Moreover, we Ðnd a correlation
between the short-period powerÏs relative amplitude and
frequency structure and overall system brightness, and note
the appearance of high-order harmonics at brighter
magnitudes.
Our results allow us to draw interesting comparisons
between PG 1346]082 and other family members, particu-
larly CP Eri and V803 Cen Menzies, & Hill(OÏDonoghue,
supporting the conclusion that the same basic model1987),
applies to all such systems. Overall, the power spectrum of
PG 1346]082 shows a resemblance to CP Eri a(Fig. 10) :
fundamental power band and Ðrst harmonic in low state,
FIG. 10.ÈPower spectra of CR Boo and CP Eri in high and low state. These objects show behavior characteristic of the AM CVn family, particularly the
dwarf-novae systems.
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and a change in the fundamental bandÏs frequency struc-
ture, coupled with the appearance of higher order harmon-
ics, in high state. CP Eri also exhibits the same relative
amplitude dependence we observe in PG 1346]082
(Provencal 1994).
This bright state pattern of a fundamental coupled with a
series of harmonics is also followed by EC 15330[1403
et al. the newest AM CVn star, with(OÏDonoghue 1994),
photometric periods and spectra similar to the prototype
AM CVn. The case is less clear for AM CVn itself, where we
Ðnd numerically related peaks in the power spectrum but
the hypothetical fundamental frequency has never been
observed et al.(Provencal 1995).
While we are conÐdent that the interacting binary model
is a starting point for all members of this family, some
curious details require further explanation. pre-Figure 11
sents the average pulse shapes of PG 1346]082 (low state),
AM CVn, CP Eri (low state), and the helium white dwarf
pulsator GD 358 et al. We have just(Provencal 1995).
shown that CP Eri and PG 1346]082 exhibit the same
frequency and relative amplitude behavior in their FTs, yet
PG 1346]082Ïs pulse shape is quite unlike CP EriÏs. In
contrast, CP EriÏs low-state pulse shape is remarkably
similar to AM CVnÏs, an object believed to be in constant
outburst. These discrepancies are probably due to ill-
understood di†erences in disk structure requiring further
study.
The basic model for AM CVn stars contains two white
dwarfs of extreme mass ratio transferring material via an
accretion disk. The range of general photometric and spec-
troscopic behavior over the family is explained as di†er-
ences in orbital separation and mass transfer rates. One
popular variation of this model ascribes the photometric
and spectroscopic properties to the same type of physical
phenomena observed in the SU UMa subclass of dwarf
novae (see for an in-depth review). In theWarner 1995
superhump model, tidal stresses compel the disk to assume
an elliptical shape, which then precesses. Photometric varia-




\ 1/Porb[ 1/Pprec, Pprecis the precession period.
If we assume the low-state frequencies and rep-lL1 lL2resent PG 1346]082Ïs orbital and superhump frequencies
respectively, we arrive at a precession period of Pprec \ 1.18days. We point out that this is also the timescale over which
PG 1346]082 underwent small outbursts during our run.
While superhumps are observed primarily during out-
burst in hydrogen-rich systems, the helium disks in AM
CVn systems, because of their ultrashort orbital periods and
extreme mass ratios, can expand into a region where tidal
resonance with the secondary occurs. Tidal dissipation in
the diskÏs outer edges maintains the entire disk in the high-
viscosity state required for dwarf nova outbursts. Warner
outlines a series of steps to obtain values for the(1995)
FIG. 11.ÈThe 679 kHz pulse shape, compared with the pulse shapes of dominant photometric variations of AM CVn, the prototype IBWD, and GD 358,
a nonradially pulsating DB white dwarf.
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masses of the primary and secondary components. The
author assumes the secondary Ðlls its Roche lobe and the
mass transfer rate is large enough to drive the low-mass He
secondary out of thermal equilibrium, resulting in a semi-
degenerate object. Proceeding with these assumptions and
following the steps outlined by usingWarner (1995),
Pprec
Porb
\ A 1 ] q
q
, (2)
where AB 3.73 for q ¹ 0.1 we arrive at an(Warner 1995),
extreme mass ratio of 0.057, a primary mass of 1 and aM
_
,




Further analysis of PG 1346]082 will have much to say
concerning the outburst mechanism in AM CVn systems. If
both the short-period modulations and the outbursts orig-
inate in the disk, we must confront the observation that the
relative amplitude of this power actually decreases when the
disk is brightening, arguing strongly that the outburst
swamps the source and does not cause the source itself to
brighten. The observed frequency changes demonstrate that
the source is a†ected, however. We note again that lieslL1almost exactly between and If we consider thislH1 lH2.frequency change as a Doppler shift rather than the emer-
gence of new power, we Ðnd velocities of B3000 km s~1,
not unreasonable for this system. Details of harmonic
behavior through an outburst, coupled with the observed
frequency changes, may actually locate both the origin of
the outbursts and the short-period source.
While the outburst may take place in a localized region of
the disk, such as the boundary layer, we cannot rule out the
accreting white dwarf as a possible source of some high-
frequency variations. It is not unusual for the underlying
white dwarf to be observable during low state et al.(Sion
Disk outbursts would subsequently swamp any1995).
modulations arising on the white dwarf. We may be dealing
with a tidally locked, or nearly so, system, explaining the
frequency changes as white dwarf in low state, and accre-
tion disk in high state.
The appearance of high-order harmonics in the power
spectra of dwarf novaÈlike AM CVn stars during outburst
is certainly linked with the outburst mechanism. The har-
monics o†er a tantalizing opportunity to probe a helium
disk through an outburst. As stated previously, harmonics
can arise from two sources. A purely sinusoidal variation
will produce no harmonics in an FT. A nonsinusoidal varia-
tion will, however, and these harmonics can be used as a
measure of the pulse shape of the fundamental frequency. If
the harmonics in PG 1346]082 are pulse-shape harmonics,
their appearance in high state translates to a change in the
pulse shape of the fundamental frequency and, hence, a
change in disk shape. In this case, their time-dependent
behavior will provide a sensitive probe of disk shape
through an outburst. The second possibility is that these
harmonics represent independent physical modulations in
their own right. PG 1346]082Ïs e†ective temperature in
high state is within the temperature range where(W87)
helium is partially ionized, providing an efficient mecha-
nism to drive pulsations within the disk. Disk oscillations
can be used to pursue details of disk structure, stratiÐcation,
and composition, much as nonradial pulsations probe the
details of white dwarf interiors et al. More-(Winget 1994).
over, orbital resonances will be more easily excited, and as
such, the shorter period harmonics will originate closer to
the white dwarf. Investigation of their time-dependent
behavior, for example, which appears Ðrst at outburst initi-
ation, or of whether a pattern of amplitude variations
occurs, could trace not only disk structure but also mass
transfer through the disk, giving us direct measurement of
viscosity. In either case, the dwarf novaÈlike AM CVn stars
o†er a unique laboratory to study accretion disks, and PG
1346]082 is worthy of further study.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis of WET observations of PG 1346]082
identiÐes two frequencies in the low-state power spectrum,
at 669.89 kHz and 679.67 kHz which we tenta-(lL2) (lL1),tively identify as possible superhump and orbital frequen-
cies, respectively. The frequency is coherent over the 2lL1week run, despite the system su†ering several small out-
bursts. This is the Ðrst demonstration of a phase-coherent
photometric variation within any dwarf novaÈlike AM CVn
system. We also uncover the unexpected dependences of the
short-period powerÏs relative amplitude and frequency
structure on overall system magnitude. While the observed
amplitude dependence can be explained as a constant-
amplitude source superposed on a variable background, we
have no solid explanation for the observed frequency
changes.
Much work remains before we can understand the AM
CVn family. Our analysis of PG 1346]082 has produced a
list of observational features which must be reproduced by
any appropriate model :
1. A fundamental variation and its Ðrst harmonic in low
state.
2. The emergence of higher order harmonics at brighter
magnitudes.
3. The fundamental ““ band ÏÏ may contain multiple
frequencies.
4. Inverse dependence of the amplitude of the short-
period variations with magnitude.
5. Changing frequency structure with magnitude.
We have also compiled a wish list of theoretical and
observational work required to expand the overall model.
Detailed theoretical understanding of disk oscillations is
critical to access information carried by the harmonics. If
the harmonics are strictly pulse-shape artifacts, time-
resolved observations over several outbursts will provide
detailed maps indicating changes in disk structure. During
our observations, PG 1346]082Ïs outbursts occurred on
the same timescale as the hypothetical precession period
and did not reach maximum brightness. Yet the amplitude
of the supposed superhump period, actually decreasedlL2,as the system brightened. These minioutbursts may signify
failed attempts to create and sustain an organized disk.
Observations at maximum brightness, with sufficient time
base and coverage to resolve the relevant frequencies, are
needed. If the dominant true high-state frequency is 669.89
kHz, this would go a long way toward conÐrming the
superhump model. Obtaining such data requires extra per-
sistence from observers. Unlike its better behaved cousin
AM CVn, this system does not maintain a constant mean
magnitude, and its outbursts are unpredictable. However,
PG 1346]082 is one of the brighter AM CVn stars under-
going outbursts and o†ers a unique opportunity to study
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the Ñuid behavior of helium in an accretion disk. Persist-
ence will be well rewarded.
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